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Lin Ziming stood in front of the window, overlooking the sight of Huacheng,
his heart surged.
This time, when he came back, he must be in Hwaseong to make a bloody
storm!
“It’s okay, I just want him to go back and tell them to let them live in fear,
and when their strength is twisted together, I will break it, so that I won’t
miss the fish that slipped through the net.”
Lin Ziming’s words were very calm, but to Wang Shougui and others, they
were full of endless domineering, as if seeing the king of Hwaseong,
stomping his feet could cause a big earthquake in Hwaseong, and countless
people fell to their heads. !
And Lin Ziming did have this ability.
Next, after Lin Ziming briefly rectified Ziqiong Media, he continued to look
for Han Jinlong.
Han Jinlong’s Aegis security was also eaten away, and more than that, even
Han Jinlong’s own power was also taken a huge blow, and now Han
Jinlong’s fate is not much better than Wang Shougui’s.
When Lin Ziming found Han Jinlong, he could clearly see that Han Jinlong
was more than ten years older than before. Originally, Han Jinlong had just
arrived in his sixtieth year, but now he is already an old man. It’s a lot worse!
When Han Jinlong saw Lin Ziming, he was extremely excited and cried on
the spot.
Lin Ziming feels more guilty for such loyal subordinates as Wang Shougui
and Han Jinlong. This time because of him, both of them are tired.
But between the men, there is no need to say too much, everything is in
mind, and then Lin Ziming will try to make up for the two of them as much
as possible.
The appearance of Lin Ziming was like a storm that swept through
Hwaseong City. Not only the Hwaseong circle knew about it, but the entire
province of G was aware of it!
In the Kunlun Group, when Ma Kainian was carried back home, Ma Kaiyu
saw his younger brother’s miserable appearance. He was furious and gritted
his teeth and said: “Lin! Zi! Ming!”
But it was not anger but fear in his eyes. Wan Wanren thought that Lin
Ziming had come back from the dead.
The lesson for Ma Kai-nian was Lin Ziming’s warning to Ma Kaiyu!
“Dad, what should I do now? Lin Ziming is actually dead. With his
character, he will definitely retaliate!” Ma Kaiyu’s son Ma Long is now so
scared that both his legs are trembling, shaking and pulling Ma Kaiyu away.
Hands, panic on his face.
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Ma Long had been severely taught by Lin Ziming earlier because of Ning
Yuning. He had an instinctive fear of Lin Ziming. He originally thought that
if Lin Ziming died this time, he would be free, but he did not expect that Lin
Ziming actually There is no death, but the king is back!
As soon as he saw the miserable uncle Ma’s opening of the new year, he
thought of his fate. If Lin Ziming really came to avenge him, then he
wouldn’t be much better!
Ma Kaiyu was already very annoyed, but now that Ma Long said this, his
mood became even more irritable. He raised his hand and slapped Ma
Long’s face hard, cursing: “Trash thing! Why are you panicking! Just a little
Lin Ziming! It scares you like this! Look at Lin Ziming, who is a few years
younger than you, much more powerful than you! Look at yourself, besides
sleeping women, eating and drinking, what else would you do? ,waste!”
Ma Kaiyu became more and more angry, and slapped Ma Long several
times, venting his anger and panic.
Speaking of it, if it hadn’t been for Ma Long and Lin Ziming’s grievances
back then, his Kunlun Group would not have been guilty with Lin Ziming.
Hearing the news of Lin Ziming’s fall this time, he would not join the team
that cannibalize Lin Ziming’s industry, and it would not happen today.
Thing!
It’s all to blame for the troublemaker Malone!
Ma Kaiyu beat Ma Long, his mind slowly calmed down, he couldn’t sit still
like this, he decided to call Zhong Tao!
Zhong Tao is the one who proposed to encroach on Lin Ziming’s industry
this time, and Zhong Tao is also their backer.
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